AGILITY | ENTERPRISE SECURITY
The cloud does not mean that security problems are
eliminated. Cloud services are as vulnerable to security
breaches as on-premises systems. A company's popularity
can be seen as an opportunity to steal information and
resources from users. A company's data is its most valuable
asset, and security is of paramount importance.

Intelligent security for your entire enterprise
Maintain and streamline compliance while strengthening your
system's defenses. Based on our deep understanding of zerotrust architectures, defense-in-depth best practices, and the
specific needs of critical infrastructure, we design systems and
solutions for all industries. Implement a layered defense model
with our security professionals to ensure the right technologies
are applied at the appropriate layers.

Security in cloud
Microsoft Azure Sentinel is an intelligent, next-generation security information and event management (SIEM)
solution designed to detect threat anomalies. Azure Sentinel is also categorized as a security orchestration
automated response (SOAR) service that expedites the incident detection and event response process for
cybersecurity teams. Azure Sentinel provides an extra layer of security to protect critical resources across an
organization.

Key features

Customers can easily discover
packaged content and
integrations that deliver value for
a product, domain, or vertical
within Azure Sentinel.

The providers or partners can
deliver the combined product,
domain, or vertical value using
solutions in Azure Sentinel and also
productize investments.

Match for all your tools

Optimize for your needs by bringing your own insights, tailored
detections, machine learning models, and threat intelligence.

Using Microsoft Azure Sentinel, teams can better respond to
incidents across resources by combining threat intelligence with
automated alert orchestration. Security investigators can always
stay on top of sophisticated cyber threats as they emerge and
happen with a cloud-native SIEM solution.
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Customers can easily deploy
content in a single step and
optionally enable content to get
started immediately.

